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TEAM Problem 21, an engineering-oriented loss model, was proposed in 1993, and its benchmark family of 16 member models was 

well established in 2009 following three updates (in 1999, 2005, and 2009). The measured and calculated results of these benchmark 
models have been presented worldwide. Note that in the previous version of TEAM Problem 21, all the magnetic or non-magnetic load-
components of member-models are excited by sinusoidal currents (50Hz). However, new requirements and challenges have been 
arising in increasing the effectiveness and usefulness of large-scale modeling and simulation under complex excitation conditions. To 
confidently model and validate the stray-field loss in the models’ load-components under non-sinusoidal excitation, additional updates 
to Problem 21 Family are proposed, as its new member-set(P21e), including the enhanced excitation setup with magnetic flux 
compensation, the enlarged models’ load-components with updated material, and the measurements of materials’ electric and 
magnetic properties under complex excitations. 

In the upgraded models, the typical magnetic or non-magnetic load-components (GO silicon steel sheets and copper plate) are 
excited by sources containing harmonics and DC using a hybrid power supply rather than sinusoidal excitation, as in the previous 
version of the TEAM Problem 21 Family. All the new extensions will be beneficial to the high-performance benchmarking and 
industrial application.  
 

Index Terms: New member-set, benchmark family, exciting coils and compensating coils, load-component, silicon steel lamination, 
copper plate, magnetic flux, stray-field loss, additional loss, non-sinusoidal excitation (NSE), harmonics & DC-bias, electric and 
magnetic property, magnetic flux compensation.  

    
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

As one of the ICS (International Compumag Society) 
benchmark problems, the TEAM Problem 21 was proposed 
in 1993 based on the industrial background of modeling 
stray-field loss in electrical equipment. Since then, it has been 
extended to a TEAM Benchmark Family, including five sets 
of 16 member-models, approved by the ICS in 2009[1-16].  

There is a broad consensus that the effectiveness of 
computational electromagnetic modeling and simulation 
depends not only on efficient electromagnetic analysis 
methods and computational software but also on sufficient 
and applicable material property data. Consequently, the 
accurate measurement and prediction of material’s 
electromagnetic properties under complex and even extreme 
working conditions are essential for reliable numerical 
analysis, especially for the growing demand in industrial 
applications. Therefore, the highly developed benchmarking 
(TEAM) research in computational electromagnetics, 
proposed and strongly advocated by the ICS, would be 
further extended and promoted instead of staying in the past. 
The new benchmark models to be established will also 
contain essential scientific connotations and industrial 
background, even involving coupled multi-physics field 
modeling and validation, to further meet the growing 
requirements in the science and engineering-related fields. 

This benchmarking report very briefly outlines the 
essential characteristics and the upgrades to the TEAM 
Problem 21 Family (since 1993), refers to its V.2009 in detail 
[16], and emphasizes the combination of high-performance 
analysis methods with advanced material property modeling. 
For an in-depth investigation of the stray-field loss under 
non-sinusoidal excitations, a new member-set (P21e) of 
Problem 21 Family is proposed. In the new member-set, the 
typical magnetic and non-magnetic load-components of the 
two upgraded member models are excited by sources 
containing harmonics and DC. The choice of the new 
member models is based on the relevant research works that 
have been done recently by our co-research group [17-24]. 
Here, the definition of the new member-set (P21e), including 
all the input data, the measuring system, and the typical 
benchmarking results, are presented. 

II. NEW UPDATES OF PROBLEM 21 FAMILY 

2.1 Upgraded Models 
To realize AC-DC hybrid excitation and to enhance the 

excitation supply, the original exciting coils of Problem 21 
Family (V.2009) have been upgraded as follows: 

(1) The number of turns of each exciting coil is increased 
from 300 to 400, and the coil copper-wire dimension is 
upgraded from 6.7×2.0 mm to 9.0×3.0 mm (thus, the net wire 
sectional area is increased to 26.45mm2). In addition, the 
dimensions of the magnetic and non-magnetic load-
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components (i.e., GO silicon steel lamination and copper 
plate） are increased compared to that of the related member-
models in V.2009, and the materials of those load-
components are changed as well. 

(2) Two compensating coils (C-coil 1 and C-coil 2 used for 
magnetic flux compensation of E-coils) are configured to 
keep the leakage magnetic field of the exciting coils almost 
the same when the model’s load-component (e.g., GO (grain-
oriented) silicon steel lamination or copper plate) is removed 
(referred to as the no-load case), thus keeping the loss 
generated in the exciting coils almost the same. The 
effectiveness of magnetic flux compensation by using C-coils 
has been demonstrated [19-20].  

The compensating coils have the same specifications as the 
exciting coils (E-coils). See Fig.1(a). The two compensating 
coils are movable on parallel rails to adjust the C-coils’ 
positions easily, as shown in Fig.1 (b). 

 
(a) Exciting & compensating coils with model’s load-component 

Note: Here b denotes the thickness of different model’s load-component: 
b=6mm (copper plate) for Model P21e-EM(NS); and b=6.6mm (laminated 
sheets) for Model P21e-M(NS). 

 

 
(b) Exciting and compensating system 

Fig.1 Upgraded exciting & compensating setup of Problem 21 Family 

Note that the excitation direction of E-coil 1 and E-coil 2 
in the upgraded models can be selected to be the opposite 
(Pattern I) or the same (Pattern II). Of course, the results of 
measurement or calculation will be different with a different 
choice. In this benchmarking report, Pattern I is selected in 
both measurement and numerical simulation. 

 
2.2 Extended TEAM Problem 21 Family 

Based on the original member models P21c-EM1, and 
P21d-M, a new member-set (P21e) of the Problem 21 Family 
is formed with AC-DC hybrid excitation, i.e., P21e-EM (NS) 
and P21e-M(NS), where NS denotes non-sinusoidal excitation. 
In the current extended version of TEAM Problem 21 Family, 
two upgraded member-models have been established as its 
new member-set. So the Problem 21 Family now includes six 
sets of 18 member models, as shown in Table I. 

 
Table I   

Extended Problem 21 Family (2021) 

 
The descriptions of the main specification parameters of 

the upgraded models’ load-components can be seen in Table 
II. 

 
 
 

Member 
set 

Models Problem features Proposed at 

Problem 21 Family (V.2009) 

P210 
P210-A 
P210-B 

3-D nonlinear eddy current and 
hysteresis model with multiply 
connected regions (sinusoidal 
excitation). 

TEAM- 
Miami, 
USA, 1993[1]. 

P21a 

P21a-0 
P21a-1 
P21a-2 
P21a-3 

3-D linear eddy current model 
with multiply connected regions
(sinusoidal excitation). 

TEAM- 
Yichang, 
China, 1996[2].

P21b 

P21b-MN 
P21b-2M 
P21b-2N 

3-D nonlinear eddy current and 
hysteresis model with magnetic 
or/and non-magnetic steel plates 
separately placed (sinusoidal 
excitation). 

IEE CEM, 
Bournemouth, 
UK, 2002[6]. 

P21b-MNM 
P21b-NMN 

3-D nonlinear eddy current and 
hysteresis model with magnetic 
and non-magnetic steel plates 
welded together (sinusoidal 
excitation). 

ACES, Miami,
USA, 2006[10].

P21c 

P21c-M1 
P21c-M2 
P21c-EM1 
P21c-EM2 

Magnetic shielding and 
electromagnetic shielding 
models: 3-D nonlinear eddy 
current and hysteresis model 
with anisotropic lamination 
(sinusoidal excitation)  

Compumag, 
Shenyang, 
China,  
2005[8]. 

P21d P21d-M 

3-D nonlinear eddy current and 
hysteresis model with 
anisotropic lamination without 
solid magnetic steel (sinusoidal 
excitation). 

IEEE CEFC-
Athens, Greece, 
2008[13-15]. 

 
New member-set of TEAM Problem 21 Family 

 

P21e 

 

P21e-EM(NS)
3-D linear eddy current model  
with non-sinusoidal excitation 

1& 2DM,  
Tianjin, 
China, 
2016[21, 24] 
 
  

P21e-M(NS)
3-D nonlinear/anisotropic eddy 
current and hysteresis model 
with non-sinusoidal excitation 
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Table II 
Upgraded Models’ Load-components 

Models Material Dimensions(mm) Amount
P21e-EM(NS) Copper plate (T2Y) 10005006 1 

P21e-M(NS) 
GO silicon steel sheets 
(B27R090, Baosteel) 

10005000.27 24 

 
2.3 Benchmarking Targets and Input Data of P21e 

 
2.3.1 Benchmarking Target for New member-set (P21e) 
(a) Defined numerical Analysis and Measurement of P21e 

The benchmarking targets of the new member-set (P21e-
EM(NS) and P21e-M(NS)) of Problem 21 Family are defined 
as follows: 

1) The numerical analysis and the measurement of the 
stray-field losses inside magnetic and non-magnetic load-
components of the upgraded models(P21e) under prescribed 
non-sinusoidal excitations (NSE), as given in Table III.  

2) The numerical analysis and the measurement of the 
magnetic flux densities at the indicated positions (shown in 
Table VI and Table VII) under prescribed NSE conditions. 
 
(b) Computation Notes 

1) The new member-set (P21e) has to be solved using a 
transient solver due to the harmonics and DC hybrid 
excitation. It is computationally challenging, but achievable. 
The complete material properties and exciting current 
waveforms under prescribed NSE conditions are provided in 
the attached input data files, as described in 2.3.2.  

2) The eddy current loss caused by leakage magnetic flux 
perpendicular to the laminations (Bx) in P21e-M(NS) must be 
handled carefully, which is not included in the magnetic loss 
measured by 1-D or 2-D magnetic measuring system. Thus it 
is referred to as an additional loss, Pa, which can be 
calculated using (1)[24], 
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where Jyz denotes the induced 2-D eddy currents in laminated 
sheets by magnetic flux (Bx) perpendicular to laminations. To 
numerically determine the additional loss Pa, as one of the 
prediction schemes, the normal component(σx) of the 
conductivity of GO silicon steel sheet ([σ]) is forced to zero 
to include the eddy current loss caused by the normal flux 
only, as shown in (2), 
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Considering the additional loss discussed above, the total 

loss inside the laminated sheets (P21e-M (NS)) under non-
sinusoidal excitation, Ptm, consists of two parts; one part is 
generated by the main magnetic flux (at NSE condition) 
inside the laminated sheets, namely Pm(nse), and the other part 

is generated by the leakage magnetic flux perpendicular to the 
laminations, namely Pa, so Ptm can be determined by (3) 
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where Wm(nse) is the specific total magnetic loss, depending on 
the measured magnetic loss property and the calculated 
magnetic flux density under NSE condition. 
 
2.3.2 Input Data for New member-set (P21e) 
 

The input data used for numerical simulation of the new 
member set (P21e) under all the defined non-sinusoidal 
excitations are attached to this benchmark report, including:  

1) Model design parameters and material electric properties 
 (P21e); 

2) Measured magnetic properties of GO silicon steel 
(B27R090, Baosteel, used in P21e-M(NS)); 

3) Measured exciting current waveforms of all excitation 
cases (Case I -V, P21e). 

 
 2.4 Harmonics and DC Hybrid Excitation  
 
(a) AC-DC Hybrid Excitation System 

The AC-DC hybrid excitation system consists of a 30MHz 
multi-function generator (NF), three sets of precision power 
amplifier 4520A & power booster 4521A(NF), Precision 
power analyzer WT3000E (Yokogawa), DC supply, and the 
upgraded benchmark models, as shown in Fig.2. 

 

 
 
Fig.2 Measuring system with AC-DC hybrid excitation and upgraded model 

 
Note that two modes, CV/AC and CV/DC (here CV 

denotes constant voltage) of the Power Amplifier (4520A, 
NF), can be selected. In the CV/AC mode, the voltage-source 
excitation includes fundamental and harmonic components. 
In contrast, in the CV/DC mode, the voltage-source excitation 
can also include DC components, as well as fundamental and 
harmonic components. 
 
(b) Two Hybrid Excitation Modes 

Based on the measuring system shown in Fig.2, two AC-
DC hybrid excitation modes are realized: 

One is to apply AC and DC on the same side of the 

Upgraded models  Harmonic Supply  DC Supply
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model’s load-component, i.e., mode 1 of AC-DC hybrid 
excitation, represented by ADH1, as shown in Fig.3.  

 

  
Fig.3 One-side excitation (ADH1) 

Another one is to apply AC and DC on the two sides of 
the model’s load-component, i.e., mode 2 of AC-DC hybrid 
excitation, represented by ADH2, as shown in Fig.4. 

 
Fig.4 Two side excitation (ADH2) 

 
All the AC-DC hybrid excitation cases based on the 

upgraded models of the new member-set of Problem 21 
Family (P21e-EM(NS) and P21e-M(NS)) are specified, as 
shown in Table III.  

Table III 
AC-DC Hybrid Excitation Cases 

 Notes:  
All phase angles of fundamental and harmonics are set to zero. U1 

(fundamental, 50Hz, rms); U3, U5, and U7 are of 30% U1,. 

III. LOSS PREDICTION UNDER AC-DC HYBRID 

EXCITATION  

The measured total on-load loss Pt includes the loss in the 
model’s load-component, Px, and the loss in all the exciting 
coils under AC-DC hybrid excitation condition (PEcoils). 

 
3.1 In the Case of One-Side Excitation (ADH1)  

To determine the E-coils’ loss, remove the square load-
component from the assembled model shown in Fig.3 (ADH1) 
and place the two C-coils, as shown in Fig.5. After that, the 
same exciting currents (i.e., equal to the exciting currents 
under on-load condition) are applied to exciting coils and 
compensating coils, then the loss in E-coils (PEcoils) can be 
measured. Px can be determined using (4) 

 
 x t. EcoilsP =P P  (4) 

  

 
Fig.5 No-load case (with magnetic flux compensation) 

 
3.2 In the Case of Two-Side Excitation (ADH2) 

In the case of two-side excitation (ADH2), the C-coils are 
used as the DC supply, as shown in Fig.4. Similar to the 
method described in 3.1 above, the losses in both E-coils and 
C-coils, PEcoils and PCcoils, can be determined. Then Px can be 
obtained using (5), 

 
 ( )x t. Ecoils CcoilsP =P P P   (5) 

 
It should be noted that in magnetic flux compensation 

(with the no-load condition), the excitation direction of the 
compensation coil will be different for the magnetic and non-
magnetic load-components used in the upgraded model.  

In addition, the stray-field loss in the model’s load-
component Px can be determined based on the measured total 
loss (Pt) and the calculated exciting coils’ loss Pcal(Ecoils), as 
shown in (6),    

 
 ( )x t. cal EcoilsP =P P  (6) 

Comparing all the loss results using different methods 
helps validate numerical analysis and material modeling, 
especially under complex excitations.  

Conclusively, the upgraded benchmark models enable us to 
realize the harmonics-DC hybrid excitation and determine the 
stray-field loss inside the model’s load-component based on 
the measured results, obtained from both on-load (with load-
component) and no-load (without load-component, but using 

Cases Excitation conditions 
I U1 sin (t+0)   

In each case, the excitation 
current (AC) reaches 10A 
(rms), but without DC 
component. 

II U1 sin (t+0)+U3 sin(3t+0) 

III 
U1 sin (t+0)+U3 sin(3t+0) 
+U5 sin(5t+0)+U7 
sin(7t+0) 

IV 
(ADH1) 

U1 sin (t+0)+U3 sin(3t+0) 
 (with DC component) 

Hybrid excitation at the 
same side of model’s load-
component, AC reaches 7A 
(rms), and includes DC 
(5A). 

V 
(ADH2) 

U1 sin (t+0)+U3 sin(3t+0)  
(with DC component) 

Hybrid excitation at the 
two side of model’s load-
component, AC reaches 7A 
(rms) at one side, and DC 
reaches 5A at another side. 
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compensating coils) cases. This is beneficial for a reliable 
evaluation of the stray-field loss in the model’s load-
component.  

IV. BENCHMARKING RESULTS BASED ON P21e MODELS 

In this benchmarking report, the stray-field loss inside 
magnetic and non-magnetic load-components of each 
upgraded model has been calculated and measured under 
different harmonic and DC hybrid excitation conditions. In 
addition, the magnetic flux densities at some specified 
positions are also calculated and measured. 

Note that all phase angles of fundamental and harmonics 
are set to zero for highlighting the basic field characteristics 
and the key problems to be solved under harmonics and DC 
hybrid excitations, with possible simplicity.  
 
4.1 Stray-field Losses in Models’ Load-components 

The calculated and measured stray-field losses inside the 
copper plate of P21e-EM(NS), under sinusoidal and non-
sinusoidal excitations (with different harmonic and DC 
components), such as Cases I-V (see Table III), are shown in 
Table IV.  

 
Table IV  

Stray-field Loss in Copper Plate (P21e-EM(NS)) 

Cases 

On-
load 
loss 
(W) 

No-load loss 
with magnetic 

flux 
compensation  

(W) 

Loss in load-components (W)

Based on both on-
load and no-load 
loss results  

Calculated  

I 85.51 66.15 19.36 19.072
II 86.69 67.21 19.48 19.127
III 88.99 69.39 19.60 19.225
IV 

(ADH1) 
54.88 45.38 9.50 9.321 

V 
(ADH2) 

53.96 45.44 8.52 8.425 

 
Fig.6 shows the comparison between the calculated and 

measured stray-field losses inside the load-component 
(copper plate) under different excitations (Cases I-V).  

 

 
 

Fig.6 Comparison between calculated and measured loss results in copper 
plate under different excitations (P21e-EM(NS)) 

The calculated and measured stray-field losses inside the GO 
silicon steel lamination of P21e-M(NS), under sinusoidal and 
non-sinusoidal excitations (with different harmonic and DC 
components), such as Cases I-V (see Table III), are shown in 
Table V and Fig.7. Where Pm(nse), Pa, denote total magnetic 
loss and additional loss inside load-component, respectively, 
See (3) for details.  
 

Table V 
Stray-field Loss in GO Silicon Steel Lamination (P21e-M(NS)) 

 

 
Fig.7 Comparison between calculated and measured loss results in GO 

silicon steel laminations under different excitations (P21e-M(NS)) 
 

4.2 Magnetic Flux Densities at Specified Positions 
The magnetic flux densities at the specified positions, i.e., 

at the side facing E-coils, have been calculated and measured 
based on P21e-EM(NS) and P21e-M(NS) under specified 
excitation conditions (Cases I-IV).  

As an example of typical multi-harmonic excitation (Case 
III, including fundamental, and 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics), the 
measured and calculated results of magnetic flux densities (Bx) 
are shown in Table VI for model P21e-EM(NS) and in Table 
VII for model P21e-M(NS), respectively.  

 
Table VI 

Calculated and Measured Magnetic Flux Density Bx(10-4T) 
(P21e-EM(NS): Case III) 

Z 
(mm) 

y=0, x=-3-(mm) y=278, x=-3-(mm)
Meas. Calc. Meas. Calc.

0 19.75 24.91 11.84 13.52
25.0 19.51 24.54 12.17 13.11
50.0 19.70 26.40 11.36 13.71
75.0 17.88 23.19 10.11 12.86

Cases 

On-
load 
loss 
(W) 

No-load 
loss with 
magnetic 

flux 
compen-

sation  
(W) 

Loss in load-components (W)
Based on 
both the 
on-load 
and no-
load loss 
results  

Calculated  

Pm(nse) Pa Ptm 
(Pm(nse)+Pa) 

I 76.29 70.52 5.77 1.463 4.167 5.630
II 78.42 72.03 6.39 1.551 4.488 6.039
III 82.42 74.96 7.46 1.953 5.683 7.636
IV 

(ADH1)
50.37 47.57 2.80 0.842 1.876 2.718 

V 
(ADH2)

50.29 47.79 2.50 0.741 1.821 2.562 
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100.0 14.57 19.51 7.42 10.27
125.0 10.37 13.73 4.66 6.70
150.0 6.75 8.70 2.30 3.53
175.0 4.98 5.40 1.15 1.63
200.0 5.75 5.74 0.87 1.35
225.0 11.46 10.43 2.01 2.79
250.0 45.68 40.15 11.62 9.22

 
Table VII 

Calculated and Measured Magnetic Flux Density Bx(10-4T) 
(P21e-M(NS): Case III) 

Z 
(mm) 

y=0, x=-3-(mm) y=278, x=-3-(mm)
Meas. Calc. Meas. Calc.

0 154.07 165.15 82.34 77.09
25.0 153.97 162.10 81.06 79.19
50.0 147.97 155.24 77.55 78.31
75.0 137.05 144.41 70.43 74.15
100.0 116.82 128.10 57.75 62.52
125.0 91.87 99.09 43.56 46.71
150.0 69.11 72.82 30.49 33.09
175.0 49.36 52.20 21.18 23.07
200.0 36.43 37.56 14.45 14.85
225.0 28.33 30.32 10.41 11.14
250.0 34.46 33.75 12.31 12.18

 

The Gauss/Teslameter (Model 7010) is used in this 
measurement of magnetic flux densities. To correctly 
determine the positions for measuring or calculating magnetic 
flux densities, the probe’s 1/2 thickness (i.e., =0.76mm) 
shall be taken into account because the measuring point of 
magnetic flux density is located in the center of the 
Gaussmeter probe in thickness.  

Fig.8 shows the comparisons between calculated and 
measured results of magnetic flux densities at the specified 
positions for model P21e-EM(NS) and P21e-M(NS), 
respectively. 

It should be pointed out that the upgraded model P21e-
M(NS) enables us to examine the nonuniformity of magnetic 
flux and stray field loss in detail at the single sheet level.  

Fig. 9 shows the magnetic flux distributions in different 
layers of laminated sheets in P21e-M(NS) under multi-
harmonic excitation, as in Case III. 

                                       

 
                              (a) y=0mm  

 
 (b) y=278mm 

Fig.8 Calculated and Measured Magnetic Flux Densities(Bx) 
(P21e-M(NS)/EM(NS): Case III) 

 
 

   
(a) 1st  sheet                            (b) 2nd  sheet 

   
(c) 3rd  sheet                           (d) 4th  sheet 

   
(e) 5th  sheet                (f) Equivalent bulk part 
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(g) 23rd sheet                              (h) 24th sheet 

 
Fig.9 Magnetic flux distributions at different layers(P21e-M(NS), Case III) 

 
In Fig.9 the sequence of the layers starts with the first sheet 

where the magnetic flux entered. Refer to Fig.3. 
Note that the simulation results shown in Tables IV-VII 

and Figs.6-9 are obtained by using SimcenterTM MAGNETTM 
software. 

V. BENCHMARKING REMARKS 

To meet the increasing requirements for effective modeling 
and simulation, especially under complex non-sinusoidal 
excitations, the new member-set (P21e) of TEAM Problem 21 
Family has been created, based on the recent extended 
benchmarking (TEAM) done by our co-research group, and 
following the helpful comments from colleagues in 
computational electromagnetics. 

According to the new member-set(P21e) definition, the 
calculated and measured results of both stray-field loss and 
magnetic flux densities have been obtained at the different 
excitations, using SimcenterTM MAGNETTM software and the 
well-established measuring system. All the benchmarking 
results show that:  

1) The non-sinusoidal excitation, with harmonics and DC 
components, has been realized. The new benchmarking 
results, under harmonics and DC hybrid excitations, based on 
the new member-set of TEAM Problem 21 Family, have been 
presented in this report to show the different loss behaviors of 
magnetic and non-magnetic load-components under different 
excitations. 

2) The upgraded benchmark models with magnetic flux 
compensation enable us to determine the stray-field loss 
inside the model’s load-component based on the measured 
results, obtained from both on-load (with load-component) 
and no-load (without load-component, but using 
compensating coils) cases. 

3) The measurement and calculation results (of stray-field 
losses inside load-components and leakage flux densities at 
prescribed positions) obtained from the new member-set of 
Problem 21 Family are practically in good agreement, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of the numerical simulation, 
the material property measurement, and the magnetic flux 
compensation, under all excitation conditions. 

4) It is certainly expected to have more improved results 
concerning the new member-set of Problem 21 Family(P21e), 
presented by colleagues worldwide, using various efficient 
and practical solvers, pushing forward future benchmarking 
and industrial application.   
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